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Ekobot secures patent for its tool system

Ekobot has received a notice of Intention to Grant from the European Patent Office (EPO), 
indicating that the company's patent application for the mechanical tool system will be 
approved.

The communication from the European Patent Office means that there are now only administrative 
steps remaining to proceed with the formal approval of the patent. The patent applies to the 
application that the company communicated on June 11, 2021, and covers the company's tool 
system for autonomous weed control. The granted application includes all original patent claims.

Ekobot has previously been granted a patent from the European Patent Office. This patent covers 
the method itself, including the algorithms and software for controlling the tool system covered by 
the above patent. This means that Ekobot now has its core technology with the intelligent tool 
system for automated mechanical weed control protected by patents. A system that replaces 
both environmentally harmful pesticides and manual labor for weed control. The patents cover 
both the mechanical tool system for weed control and the algorithms and system that control this 
weed tool.

– Ekobot works with innovative system and product development at a world-leading level. We also 
have a clear strategy to continuously strengthen our intellectual property protection around our 

, says the technology, so it's pleasing that a central patent application now being fully granted
company's CEO, Jonas Eklind.

Ekobot's intelligent weed management tool system has been in operation in commercial farms in 
Sweden and the Netherlands since the spring of 2022. Ahead of the 2024 growing season, Ekobot 
will deliver systems to key customers and distributors primarily in Sweden and the Netherlands.
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About Ekobot

Ekobot AB (publ), based in Västerås, conducts business based on the business concept of 
developing, manufacturing and selling autonomous agricultural robots that enable efficient 
precision cultivation where weed management takes place completely without or with minimal 
use of herbicides. The company's vision is to provide the agricultural sector with a long-term 
sustainable alternative for reducing or completely eliminating chemical spraying in crops of crops 
for human consumption. The company is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market.

For more information, see Ekobot's website www.ekobot.se

Augment Partners AB, tel. +46 8 604 22 55, e-mail:  is the Company's Certified info@augment.se
Adviser.
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